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About This Game

New locomotion options, updated music, graphics and many more optimisations available in a free update.
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Unfortunately after starting the game with 5 minutes in an elevator listening to poor quality dialogue, followed by 5 minutes
standing in a black room, the first puzzle was chosen to be something you have to repeat 20 times without any prompting. By the
time I got to that point I was over the game and didn't have high hopes for the rest of it. It's a pity because it looks like there's
some interesting content in the screenshots, but the start ruined it.. Its scary, and fun.. I am not sure if i can recommend this
game or not (but since i have to. I will recommend). For the price I would stay away from it until it's on sale. People say this
game is really scary, but in my play through there was only 1-3 scary things that happened. The atmosphere didn't scare me like
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people said it would. The scariest part to the game is in the DLC (which it comes with). Which (IMO) is not great for a horror
game.. +Great ambiance +Escaperoom-Esque +Immersive -Pricey for content -Not actually horror as it says -Slow Paced 3/5
Good immersive game, but not worth the current price tag, would definitely get on sale. If you liked this review Click here and
follow for more reviews of VR titles. And Click here if you want to request reviews on other VR titles.
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